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 ABSTRACT –  

                 Internet of Things equipment for supervise 

solar power generation can greatly enhance the 

presentation, monitoring and maintenance of the 

plant. With advancement of technologies the cost of 

renewable energy tools is going down internationally 

encouraging large scale solar plant installations. This 

very big scale of solar system operation requires 

sophisticated system for automation of the plant 

monitoring distantly using web based interfaces as 

greater part of them are installed in unreachable 

locations and as a result unable to be monitored from 

a devoted location. 

KEY WORDS: Solar power, LCD, Internet Of 

Things, Thing speak, AT mega 328 

1. INTRODUCTION  

    Solar power plants require to be monitor for best 

possible power output. This helps get back 

resourceful power output from power plants while 

monitoring for not working solar panels, connections, 

and dust  

Accumulate on panels lowering output and 

other such issues disturbing solar                              

performance. We apply AT mega controller based 

system to monitor solar panel parameters. Our system 

continuously monitors. solar panel and transmits  

power output to IOT system . now we apply IOT 

Thing speak to broadcast solar power . parameters in 

excess of  IOT Thing speak server. This will make 

easy defensive maintenance, mistake detection of the 

plant in addition to real time monitoring 

 

2. LITERATURE SURVEY  

    Development of an online monitoring and control 

system for dispersed Renewable Energy Sources 

based on Android platform. This method utilizes the 

Bluetooth interface of Android Tablet of Mobile 

phone, a communication connection for data 

exchange with digital hardware of power 

Conditioning Unit. The related values are measured 

with the developed sensing circuits and processed by 

18F4450 microcontroller of Microchip. The 

processed parameters are then transmitted to personal 

computer (PC) over universal series bus  to be saved 

in database and to observe the system instantly. The 

system is used to work and maintain supplementary 

than 200,000 telecommunication power plants which 

includes devices such as rectifiers, inverters, UPS’s 

and airconditioning plants installed in about 8000 

buildings.  
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3. PROPOSED SYSTEM: 

 

 

 

3.1 ATMEGA 328 

     The most important function of apply ATmega 

328 is high functionality with frankness and 

associate. ATmega 328 bridges the gap connecting 

solar panel and IoT( Internet of Things). ATmega 

328 is powered with 5 volts dc supply for in this 

operation. 

3.2 VOLTAGE AND CURRENT SENSOR (INA 

219)  

   As INA219 is current and power sensor which 

gives the total power extreme by shunt load and gives 

respective reading.  

3.3 LIQUID CRYSTAL DISPLAY  

  LCD is used for displaying the produce name& total 

cost. When produce is put into cart after scanning, it 

will show the cost and name and if second produce is 

scanned, then second produce cost will get added and 

it will be displayed on LCD. 

3.4 WI-FI MODULE (ESP8266)  

    All the calculated data by ATmega 328 is 

supplementary processed by Wi-Fi Module in order 

to store on IoT (Internet of Things) Server or Cloud. 

3.5SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION  

 

 

 

3.6 POWER MONITORING TABLE 

     The result of the system is displayed on the web 

page in the form of the table contains current in 

amperes, voltage in volts, power in watts and energy 

in watt-hours with respect to date and time. 
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Table 1: Power Monitoring Table 

.S. No 

 

Data Unit 

1 Current Amperes 

2 Voltage Volts 

3 Power Watt 

4 Energy watt hour 

 

 3.7 HOW DOES IT WORK 

     Internet of Things (IoT) platform integrate data 

from the different solar panels and applies analytics 

to share the most expensive information with 

applications built to address specific needs. The 

information picked up by connected sensors enables 

to make smart decision based on real-time 

information, which helps save time and money. 

ARDUINO  

   Safeguarding in mind the profitable constraints in 

addition to the directness of the system, Arduino Uno 

has been second-hand which abate the programming 

difficulty Arduino intellect the current and voltage 

value through Analog pin With the help of these 

values, Arduino encoding calculate the supremacy 

and energy. 

RASPBERRY PI 

   Raspberry Pi is second-hand in the project as a 

central monitor system. As Raspberry pi board is a 

suitable and low cost, it reduce the system cost 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4. CURRENT AND VOLTAGE ACQUISITION 

CIRCUIT 

 

 

CURRENT AND VOLTAGE ACQUISITION 

CIRCUIT 

    The analog input of an Arduino can calculate up to 

5V. smooth when join to a 5V circuit, you be 

supposed to use the resistors to help look after the 

Arduino from short-circuits or unexpected voltage 

surge. 

SHADE SETUP THINGSPEA 

    Open source IoT admission of defeat and API to 

store and recover data from things using the HTTP 

code of actions over the Internet or via a Local Area 

Network. ThingSpeak enables the produce of sensor 

classification purpose, location tracking application, 

and a social set of relations of things with status 

updates. The buyer be invented en direction for create 

the explanation first. The relation control channel 

which are break up for different projects. Channel has 
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the fields which are special for different parameter in 

the monitor system. After conveying the limit the 

systems upload the values to it. The cloud has built-in 

function in it which symbolize the values in the form 

.the field which are different for unlike parameter in 

the supervise system. After show the parameter the 

structure upload the standards to it. The cloud has 

built-in function in it which symbolize the values in 

the form. 

IMPLEMENTATION WORK FLOW 

 Arduino present the rule usage using sensed 

values through current sensor and power 

dividing wall  

 Raspberry pi take the arduino output data 

through consecutive port and put on view 

on the web page through python characters.  

 Raspberry send the monitor data on to the 

cloud.  

 Cloud display the data in the outward 

appearance of graph, which is undetectable 

to the inclusive user 

5. CONCULSION   

    As this system keeps continues path of solar power 

plant ,the daily weekly and monthly examination 

becomes easy and competent also with the help of 

this examination it is possible to become aware of 

any mistake occur within power plant as the produce 

power may show some changeability in data of Solar 

power plant.  

6. FUTURE SCOPE  

Since the system require external power supply of 5 

volts and 3.3 volts for its operation which can be 

taken free of by utilising the power produce by solar 

panel only. Also with the help of motor and 

controlling it is likely to path the sun. 
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